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Abstract 
Costenoble, S.R., S. Waner and Y. Wu, The equib riant Euler characteristic, Journal of Pure 
and Applied Algebra 70 (1991) 227-249. 
We describe an equivariant version of the Euler characteristic in order to extend to the equivariant 
case classical results relating the Euler characteristic to vector field (Reinhart) bordism of smooth 
manifolds and controllable cut-and-paste quivalence. We show that the nonequivariant results 
continue to hold for an arbitrary finite ambient group G, both in the oriented and unoriented 
cases, and thereby extend work on this subject begun by several authors. We use a new definition 
of equivariant orientation in terms of a categorical notion of ‘groupoid representations’. 
1. Introduction and statement of results 
The Euler characteristic x(M) of a smooth compact connected manifold M may 
be viewed as the obstruction to the existence of a nowhere-zero smooth tangent vet- 
tor field /: on M directed normally outward on aM. It is also an invariant of a related 
form of bordism, ‘vector field bordism’ or ‘Reinhart bordism’ [ 141, as well as ‘con- 
trollable cut-and-paste quivalence’ (or SKK-equivalence) of manifolds. The perti- 
nent result, proved in [7], is that SKK-equivalence and Reinhart bordism are the 
same, and that two cobordant manifolds are SKK-equivalent if and only if their 
Euler characteristics and, in the oriented case, their Kervaire semicharacteristics, 
agree. 
In this paper we describe the analogous theory in the presence of an action by a 
finite group G. Results on the relationship between equivariant Reinhart bordism, 
equivariant SKK, and various formulations of Euler characteristics of fixed sets 
have been sketchy; one has results of Heithecker [6] in the oriented case for G an 
abelian group of odd order, Komiya [lo] in the unoriented case for various special 
cases, and Prevot [ 12] in the oriented case for cyclic group actions. Two of the pres- 
ent authors have also shown, in [ 191, that SKK-equivalence and Reinhart G-bordism 
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are the same in both the oriented and unoriented cases for arbitrary G, but with 
restrictions placed on the local representations occurring in the G-manifolds under 
consideration. 
In [19] it is seen that much of the classical theory generalizes nicely, with the ap- 
propriate notion of equivariant Euler characteristic appearing as an element of the 
Burnside ring of C. However, the central assumption there is that all manifolds in 
sight are modelled on a fixed virtual representation of G, in the sense of Pulikowski 
[ 131 and Kosniowski [lo]. Briefly, the G-manifold M is modelled on the virtual rep- 
resentation V- W(where V/and Ware orthogonal representations of G) if L = MX W 
is modelled on V. That is, for each XE L, the orbit GX has an invariant neighborhood 
diffeomorphic with G xH V, where H is the isotropy subgroup of X. The central 
difficulty in allowing the representations to vary is the lack of a good geometric no- 
tion of G-orientation, particularly for groups of even order. In order to address this 
difficulty, Costenoble, May, and Waner construct a geometric theory of G-orien- 
tations in [2] which resolves this difficulty through the use of ‘“representations of 
groupoids over the orbit category”. These representations are categorical construc- 
tions describing the global interaction among the local representations; this leads to 
a theory of G-orientability that parallels nonequivariant orient ability. 
Using G-orientation theory, it is possible to explore the relationships among equi- 
variant SKK, Reinhart bordism, and the Euler characteristic for arbitrary compact 
smooth G-manifolds (oriented or not), for any finite G. The appropridte notion of 
equivariant Euler characteristic turns out to be in general not an element of the 
Burnside ring A(G), but rather an element of a related A (C)-module, defined using 
the local representation structure. We also describe a ‘relative equivariant Kervaire 
semicharacteristic’, h’(A4, N), for two oriented G-bordant manifolds whose Euler 
characteristics agree. 
Our results are as follows. Precise statements of the theorems appear in Sec- 
tions 5 and 8. 
Theorem 1. M and N are equivariantly Reinhart G-bordant iff they are equivariant- 
ly G-bordant through a bordism containing no isolated fixed-points by any sub- 
group, their equivariant Eulerchwacteristics agree, and, in the oriented case, their 
relative equivarian t Kervaire semicharac; &tic K (M, N) vanishes. 
Theorem 2. Let G have odd order. Then K (M, N) = 0 iff the classical Kervaire semi- 
characteristics of suitable unions of fixed sets of M and N agree. 
Theorem 3. Reinhart G-bordism and SICK-equivalence are the same. 
Moreover, we can impose restrictions on the local representation structures of the 
manifolds we use, and get corresponding results using such manifolds and bordisms. 
In this way we can, for example, recover the results of [ 191 on manifolds modelled 
on a single representation. 
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The paper is organiz-d as follows. The theory of equivariant orientations is sum- 
marized in Section 2. In Section 3 we discuss G-vector fields on manifolds and in- 
troduce the equivariant Euler characteristics. Reinhart G-bordism is discussed in 
Section 4, and Theorems 1 and 2 are proved in Section 5. Section 6 discusses handle- 
body decompositions, Section 7 defines equivariant controllable cutting and pasting, 
and Section 8 shows the equivalence of equivariant Reinhart bordism and SKK- 
equivalence. 
2. Groupoid representations 
In [2], Costenoble, May, and Waner describe the geometric theory of G-orienta- 
tions. We summarize here the pertinent definitions and results and refer the reader 
to [2] for more detailed arguments. (See also [3] for another application.) Through- 
out the discussion, G will be a finite group. 
If X is a G-space, define the fundamental groupoid rc(X;G) to be the follow- 
ing category. Roughly speaking, n(X; G) is the union of the usual fundamental 
groupoids of the fixed sets, together with additional morphisms which arise from the 
inclusion of smaller fixed sets in larger ones via translation by elements in G. Precise- 
ly, the objects of z(X; G) are the G-maps x: G/H+ X, where H ranges over the sub- 
groups of G; equivalently, x is a point in XH. A morphism x + y, y : G/K 4 X, is 
the equivalence class of a pair (a, u), where (T : G/H + G/K is a G-map, and where 
cr) : G/Hx I-, X is a G-homotopy from x’ to y 0 o; equivalently, CL) is a path in XH 
between the points represented by x and y 0 cz. Two such pairs are equivalent if there 
is a G-homotopy k: o=d such that 
k(cw,O, t) = x((x) and k(cr, 1, t) = y 3 o(a) 
for CYE G/H and TV I. Composition is the usual addition of paths. 
Observe that n(X; G) is not a groupoid in the usual sense; recall that a groupoid 
is a small category all of whose morphisms are isomorphisms. In 71(X; G j only paths 
between points in the same fixed set specify invertible morphisms. However, we may 
regard IC(X; G) as ‘fibered by groupoids’ in the sense of Grothendieck [S] as follows. 
Let $9 be the category whose objects are the quotients G/H, where H ranges through 
the subgroups of G, and whose morphisms are the G-maps. We then have a projec- 
tion functor ~3 : x(X; G) + 3 given by sending x: G/H+ X to the underlying orbit 
space G/H, and the morphism (a,~) to 0. The subcategory of n(X;G) consisting 
of those objects and morphisms which map to a fixed object CI E % and its identity 
morphism is either empty or a groupoid. 
We now generalize this notion with a view to formalizing our definition of an 
orientation. 
Definition 2.1. A groupoid over $2 is a small category g together with a functor 
~3 : t? 3 92 that satisfies the following properties: For each object a E 73, let P(a) 
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denote the subcategory of g consisting of those objects and morphisms which map 
under cp to a and its identity map 
(a) Each category F?(a) is either empty or a groupoid. 
(b) (Source li,fing property, SLP) For each object ye @ and each morphism 
p : a + q(y) in 9, there is an object XE S? such that &Y) = a and a morphism y : x +y 
in g such that p(y)=& 
(c) (Divisibility) For each commutative triangle in $2 of the form 
there exists a morphism 6 :x -din %? such that q(6)=/? and y’o6=y. 
It is easy to check that if X is a G-space, then rc(X; G) is a groupoid over 9. A 
map q : g -+ F?' Qf groupoids over % is a functor q such that (~‘0 q = p. If f: X-, Y 
is a map of G-spaces, then f induces a map f* : a(X; G) + n(Y; G) of fundamental 
groupoids. From now on, when we use the word ‘groupoid’, we will always mean 
‘groupoid over W . 
Let G&3 be a skeleton of the category of G-vector bundles, with orthogonal struc- 
ture group, over orbits, with morphisms the G-vector bundle maps (i.e., isomor- 
phisms on fibers). Thus G&3 contains one object for each isomorphism class of 
G-vector bundles over each orbit; this is simply a device to replace the large category 
of all G-vector bundles over orbits by an equivalent small category. Let hG% be 
the homotopy category of G&?, where we take homotopies through G-bundle maps. 
Letting ,!3: hGSB + S be the base-space functor, this makes hG.?B a groupoid 
over 9% 
If p : E 3 B is an orthogonal G-vector bundle, then p determines a map of 
groupoids p* : n(B; G) + hG9? as follows: pulling p back over G-maps x : G/H + B, 
we obtain a system of G-vector bundles p*(x) + G/H (i.e., x*(p)), and the G- 
covering homotopy property gives the value of p* on morphisms in z(B; G). 
Generalizing this, we make the following definition: 
Definition 2.2. An (orthogonal) representation of the groupoid %‘, or e-represen- 
tation, is a functor Q : EJ + hGa such that B 0 Q = VP; thus Q assigns a G-vector bundle 
over G/H to each object x of P such that q(x) = G/H, functorially up to homotopy. 
Examples 2.3. (a) A real G-module V determines a representation V of 92 (con- 
sidered as a groupoid over itself via the identity map). On objects, V(G/H)= 
G/Hx Vz G xH V. If 0 : G/H-+ G/K is a G-map, then !l(a)(gH, v) = (a(gH), 0). 
Composing with p we get a representation of any groupoid %‘, that we will also call 
V. Unless otherwise stated, we take the groupoid underlying V to be 9. 
(14) If p : E + B is an orthogonal G-vector bundle, then, as we have already seen, 
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p determines a rr(B; G)-representation p*. In particular, if HCG and V is an H- 
module, and GxH V+ G/if is the projection, we shall denote the associated 
n(G/H, G)-representation by (H, V). Note that, by construction, if Vis a G-module, 
then (GJ) agrees with V. 
Groupoid representations are objects that combine ‘local’ representation data 
(the objects Q(X)), with orientation data (the morphisms e(cw)). In order to handle 
unoriented G-vector bundles, we weaken the notion of a @?-representation as
follows. Let wG33 be the category of G-vector bundles and homotopy classes of 
maps on base spaces induced by maps of G-vector bundles; thus we remember the 
existence but not the particular choice of maps of G-vector bundles. The base space 
functor /? : hG83 + $3 factors through wG.% We now define weak representutions 
of g exactly as we defined @-representations, but with hG23 replaced by wGSB. The 
theory of weak representations closely parallels that of ‘strong’ ones; in what 
follows we will concentrate more on the strong representations. 
Definition 2.4. A map ([, 0) from a @?-representation Q to a V-representation Q’ is 
a map C:%+@?’ of groupoids over 33 together with a natural isomorphism 
~:Q-‘Q’o< of functors @?+hGS. 
Maps between groupoid representations arise naturally from maps of G-vector 
bundles: Given a map (A f) : p --) p’ of G-vector bundles, where f is the map on total 
spaces, andfis the map on base spaces, we have a natural isomorphism of functors 
&. : p* --) (p’)* 0 f*, and (f,, $,) is a map from the n(B; G)-representation p* to the 
n(B’; G)-representation (p’)*. 
By the product g x t?’ of two groupoids over 93, we understand the pullback of 
their forgetful functors to S. The external direct sum Q @Q’ and external tensor 
product Q @Q’ of a @?-representation Q and a V-representation Q are then defined 
in the evident way and are %‘x F-representations. When g = g’ we define internal 
direct sum and tensor product by restricting the external sum and product along the 
diagonal functor %+ g x t??. 
Using direct sum, we may now define a monoid structure on the set of isomor- 
phism classes of representations of a fixed groupoid %’ over $2. We denote the 
Grothendieck group of this monoid by RO(@?; G). With tensor product as product, 
this is a ring. Elements of RO(K’; G) will be called virtual representations. We will 
use the term actual representation when we want to emphasize that WC are talking 
about an actual orthogonal representation, not a virtual one. 
The following proposition is the analogue of a result for bundles over compact 
spaces, and is not difficult to show. 
Proposition 2.5. Let y be a virtual representation of a groupoid V? with finitely 
many isomorphism classes, Then there exists a representation W of G and an actual 
representation Q of %‘such that y =Q - W in RO(%‘; G). 0 
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We say that a G-vector bundle over B is orientable if for each HC G, each loop 
in BH based at b induces a self-map of the fiber over b H-homotopic to the identity 
through linear H-isomorphisms. 
The associated groupoid representation of an orientable G-vector bundle is then 
orientable in the following sense, which also applies to abstract representations: 
Definition 2.6. An actual @?-representation Q is orientable if, for any pair of objects 
x and y of ??, and any pair of morphisms p and u from x to y with (p(p) = P(V), one 
has e(p) = e(v)* 
It follows that the G-vector bundle p : E + B is orientable iff the n(B; G)-represen- 
tation p* is orientable. 
An orientation of a G-vector bundle may now be concretely described as follows: 
Take a groupoid representation Q. This consists of a collection of representations 
I/ of subgroups HC G together with patching data. Then an orientation in dimen- 
sion Q of a G-vector bundle consists of a collection of consis:?nt H-maps from fibers 
of the bundle to corresponding V’s in Q. Formally, we proceed as follows. Fix an 
orientable G-vector bundle p : E + B and an orientable representation 8 of a 
groupoid K 
Definition 2.7. An orientation of p in dimension 8 is a map of representations 
(<, q) : (rr(B; G), p*) -+ (@?, Q). A map (x f) : p 3 p’ between oriented G-vector bundles 
is said to be orientation preserving if (<‘, TV’) 0 (f,, f*) = (<, q). If p has a given orien- 
tation in dimension Q, we shall refer to p as an oriented e-dimensional G-vector 
bundle, in line with the analogous notion in [la]. 
If we ignore orientability, we can use weak groupoid representations to capture 
the local representation structure of G-bundles as follows. If Q is a weak groupoid 
representation, then a e-dimensional structure on the G-vector bundle p : E + B is 
a map PZ + e of weak groupoid representations, where p,‘f, is defined in the same 
way as p*, using WGJB in place of hGS3. 
Remark 2.8. Although we shall not need it in this paper, it is possible to formulate 
a notion of orientation that is free of reference to a specific groupoid representation. 
Namely, for each rt 20, we show in [2] that there exists a ‘universal’ orientable 
groupoid representation Q,, unique up to isomorphism, such that any actual orien- 
table groupoid representation of dimension n maps into en. In view of the exis- 
tence of universal groupoid representations, we can define an orientation of an 
n-dimensional virtual G-vector bundle as an orientation in Q,. 
We now outline the theory of oriented G-manifolds modelled on virtual groupoid 
representations. Notice that, if M is compact, then z(M; 6) satisfies the finiteness 
hypothesis of Proposition 2.5. 
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Definitions 2.9. Let M be a smooth G-manifold, let y? be a faithful groupoid, and 
let y E RO(@; G). Let rM be the tangent bundle of M. An orientation of M in 
dimension y is an equivalence class of orientations of T,CI@ W in dimension y @ W, 
where W is so larlr: that the pullback of y @ W to rr(M; G) is an actual representa- 
tion. The equivalence r&ion is generated by addition of identity maps V + V. If 
M has a given orientation in dimension ;*, then we say that M is a y-dimensronai 
oriented manifold. If we replace ordi.?ary representations with weak representations 
in this definition, we get the notion of a y-dimensional (unoriented) manifold. 
When M is a smooth compact G-manifold, it can be embedded in some repre- 
sentation V of G, and we denote the normal bundle of this embedding by vM(v). 
We define the virtual normal representation v&h of M to be the virtual representa- 
tion v&(V) - V. This is well defined, being in fact -t,$ in RO(n(M); G). There- 
fore, an orientation of M in dimension y is equivalent to an orientation of v& in 
dimension - y. 
3. Equivariant Euler characteristics 
As seen in [19], one has what may be referred to as an ‘unstable’ Euler character- 
istic of any smooth G-manifold M. We first recall the constructions leading to its 
definition. All groupoid representations will now be virtual unless otherwise stated. 
Definitions 3.1. A G-set in the smooth G-manifold M is a pair (s, f) where s is a 
finite G-set and f is an injective G-map s + Int(M). Two G-sets (s, f) and (t, g) in 
M are equival’ent if there is a diagram 
of G-maps which G-homotopy commutes through injections. Noting that the collec- 
tion of equivalence classes of G-sets in M need not be closed under disjoint union 
(if there are any zero-dimensional fixed sets), we nevertheless define an abelian 
group AM(G) as the quotient of the free abelian group generated by equivalence 
classes of G-sets in M by all relations of the form 
where f(s) n g(t) = 0. Thus two oppositely signed and isomorphic G-sets in M are 
permitted to cancel if one can be continuously moved onto the other in M. Note that 
n,(G) is isomorphic to the free abelian group on the equivalence classes of the G- 
orbits ill M. We refer to elements of AM(G) as virtual G-sets in M. 
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To define the equivariant Euler characteristic of a G-manifold M, we consider 
special kinds of G-invariant tangent vector fields (cf. [ 181). 
Definition 3.2. A smooth tangent G-vector field fl on M is said to be canonidly 
transverse if the following conditions hold. 
(a) The set of zeros of ,U is a discrete G-subset of M- aM. 
(b) If x is a zero of I( and if H is the isotropy subgroup of X, then, noting that 
p 1 MH is locally the sum of two H-vector fields, pH along MH and J.Q, normal to 
M”, one requires that pH be directed radially outward from x (so that it has index 
1 at x), and that /J H has index +l at x. 
By [18, Theorem lA], such fields always exist on any smooth compact G- 
manifold. If ,u is a canonically transverse G-vector field on M outwardly normal on 
&W, then its set of zeros may be regarded as a virtual G-set in M via the signs of 
the local indices. This virtual G-set determines an element xl,(M) CAM(G) which, 
by [ 19, Lemma 2.41, is independent of the choice of cmonically transverse G-vector 
field ,u. As the notation suggests, we ;hke x,(M) PO be the unstable equivariant 
Euler characteristic of M. 
The unstable Euler characteristic turns out to be too rigid to be an invariant of 
vector field bordism, and, as in [19], we consider a ‘stable’ form of the Euler 
characteristic. In the XC of manifolds modelled on a single representation (cf. 
Essrsple 2.3(a)), one sets in [19] that the stable Euler characteristic may be taken 
iu oe an element of A(C), the Burnside ring of G; this element is obtained from 
x,,jX) by regarding a reprL>tnting element as a virtual G-set, forgetting the imbed- 
ding in M. In the general case there exist analogous stable characteristics for each 
y-dimensional structure on a y-dim nsional G-manifold M. These Euler characteris- 
tics are elements of modules over A(G), which we now construct. 
Let A,(G) be the Grothendieck group of equivalence classes of oriented y- 
dimensional G-vector bundles over finite G-sets, where two y-dimensional._G-vector 
bundles are considered equivalent if they are equivalent as G-vector bundles. Addi- 
tion of classes is given by disjoint union of representatives. Note that we are not 
identifying an equivalence class of a bundle with the negative of its oppositely 
oriented counterpart as one might expect; in fact, the orientation has nothing to do 
with the equivalence relation. 
Following 3.5 below, we give an alternate description of A,(G) as a subgroup of 
a product of Z’s. While this may seem computationally more appealing, it still 
requires information about y; moreover the approach we use in the proofs of our 
results is based on the more abstract definition above. 
Remarks 33. (a) If we replace groupoid representations by weak groupoid repre- 
sentations, then equivalence classes of y-dimensional G-bundles over s are in one-to- 
one correspondence with maps n(s; G) --) %’ of groupoids, where g is the groupoid 
underlying 1’. It follows that A,(G) is the Grothendieck group associated with the 
category of pairs (s, 6) where s is a finite G-set and ~5 : n(s; G) --) F is 5 
groupoids. In particular, when F has the form z(G/H, G). then since 
groupoids n(s; G) --) rt(GAM; C;) correspond bijectively to G-maps s --+ 




(b) In the oriented case, if V is an H-module, let O&f) denote the gr 
isometries V -+VandletO H = colim,, OH(Z’), where w runs through al 
dimensional H-modules. If y = (H,V), then A,(G) is the Grothendieck 
equivalence classes of H-orbits H/K indexed by elements of zO(OK/OK 
0, is the group of stable K-istimetries I/-+ V. u’s shall denote this A( 
by A(H, V). Note that when IGl is odd and V contains a trivial summ 
no(OK/OK(V)) =0 for all K), one has A(H, V)zA(H). The same woul 
general if V is large enough. 
(c) In the nonequivariant case, if y is the trivial n-dimensional groupoid r 
tation, then A,,(G) s Z. 
If [p:F -+ S,E] is an element of A,(G) and if x is a finite G-set, the 
x[p,e] = [II*@), II*(E)], where II : sxx +s is projection. This gives A,(G) 
structure over the Burnside ring A(G). 
Now let M be an oriented y-dimensional G-manifold with orientatio 
define 
(P : A,&) ---) A,(G) 
by (~[s,f] = [f*(~, 1 s),f*(e)], the class of the induced G-bundle over s with y- 
dimensional structure obtained from that of M. This extends additively to virtual 
G-sets in M. 
Definitions 3.4. The stable Euler characteristic xE(M) associated with ?Y- ;j- 
dimensional structure & is the image of the unstable characteristic ;s,(_!W FY.& the 
homomorphism Q : A,(G) + A,(G). Similarly, if p is a canonically transverse G- 
vector field on the y-manifold -A& then its set of zeros determines an element I,(P) 
of A,(G), that we refer to as the stable index of p. 
To do calculations with Euler characteristics, it helps to observe that this charac- 
teristic is additive in much the same way as the nonequivariant characteristic. Sup- 
pose that M = NUB N’, where N and N’ are y-dimensional manifolds with structure 
maps E and e’, respectively, and having common (y - I)-dimensional boundary B, 
with structure map 6. Taking a collar around B we can write M= NU B x IU N’. 
Take canonically transverse vector fields on N and N’ that are outwardly normal 
on their boundaries; on B we can take a canonically transverse vector field, and then 
extend in an obvious way to a canonically transverse vector field on B x I that is in- 
wardly normal on the boundary. These piece together to give a vector field on M 
showing that 
xE(NUB N’) 2 xc(N) + xJN’) - h(B). 
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Here we view K,#?) E A,(G) by means of the canonical homomorphism A,_ l(G) + 
A,(G). 
We can relate the Euler characteristic to local notions. If M has the form 
G x H D(V) for some H-module I;/‘, then one may orient M canonically as an (H, a/)- 
imensional G-manifold snd hence view its stable Euler characteristic as an element 
of A (H, V). Similarly, if ,u is a tangent G-vector field on the y-manifold M, and if 
U is an H-invariant neighborhood contained in a regular neighborhood of a compo- 
nent of A-P, then the local stable index of ,u, obtained by restricting its set of 
canonical zeros to U, is an element of A(H, V). It also follows that the image in 
A(H) of the local stable index of an isolated zero in a tangent G-vector field is the 
index defined in [18] (H is the isotropy subgroup of the zero in question). 
Remarks 3.5. If one chooses y to be the representation of n(M) induced by the 
tangent bundle of M, and orients M in the canonical way over y, then the correspon- 
ding characteristic xl(M) plays only a restricted role in vector field bordism. This 
invaliant measures the Euler characteristics of the fixed set components taken 
separately, whereas G-bordisms should permit connection of distinct components of 
fixed sets via the use of equivariant handles. 
At the other extreme, Komiya [lO] considers the Euler characteristics of the union 
of components of a fixed set whose local representations agree. While this is the ap- 
propriate invariant for unoriented vector field G-bordism, one cannot expect 
oriented G-bordisms to ‘cancel’ singularities in a tangent field when attaching of 
handles cannot be done in a manner preserving the G-orientation. 
The equivariant stable Euler characteristic is intermediate with respect o the ap- 
proaches mentioned above. Indeed, let y be a g-representation, and define 
d:A,(Gj-,C= n n n Z, 
(ff) 9 -‘(G/H) nOOH/OH (v) 
where the first product is taken over conjugacy classes of subgroups HC G, the sectind 
is taken over objects XE @ such that P(X) = G/H, and in the third c/is the fiber over 
eH in &x). Let [p : E --) S, e] be the class of an oriented G-bundle over a G-set s. We 
take d[p, e] to have (HJ, o)-coordinate n iff there are n distinct points in sH mapping 
to x under JZ such that the fibers of p over these points have orientations agreeing 
with o. Precisely, we must have n distinct groupoid mapsf: z(G/H) + II(S) with the 
composites & 0 f mapping the identity G/H + G./H to X, whose orientations agree 
with o under a fixed identification of the pullbacks f*(p) with G xH V. d is then 
a monomorphism, since an oriented G-bundle over a G-set is entirely determined 
by these indices. In addition, if G has odd order, then d@ 1 : A,(G) @ Z/2 + 
C@ U2 is an isomorphism by classical splitting arguments [4]. 
Finally, we can recover the nonequivariant Euler characteristics of certain unions 
of components of the fixed-point submanifolds from the Euler characteristic of M. 
Let c be a y-orientation of M. Let (H,x, o) be a subgroup of G, an object of g such 
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that (p(x) = G/H, and an element of x&/O~(V); i.e., (&x,0) is an index in C. 
Let M(H*s*o) be thn union of components cf MH that map into x under E, with _ 
orientation o. Consider the projection J+Q+_~,~): C-+ E given by projecting to the 
copy of E indexed by (H,x, 0). Then )v~~,_.&~~(M) = x(M(~*-‘*‘)), as can be seen by 
a simple argument with vector fields. 
4. Oriented G-bordism and Reinhart G-bordism 
If y is an n-dimensional groupoid representation and id 0, then denote by y + i 
the (n + i)-dimensional groupoid representation r@ tR’. (We continue our mnven- 
tion that groupoid representations are virtual unless otherwise stated.) 
We may define equivariant oriented bordism in essentially the same way as is done 
nonequivariantly. Two oriented y-dimensional manifolds M and M’ are G-bordant 
if there exists an oriented (y + l)-dimensional manifold Y such that aY= M l.i. (-M’), 
where -M’ denotes M’ with the orientation reversed (this we accomplish by adding 
a trivial summand and then reversing orientation on that summand). We can make 
a similar definition in the unoriented case, where y would be a weak groupoid 
representation; although the arguments to follow assume orientability, they apply 
equally well to unoriented G-manifolds. 
In [14], Reinhart introduced the notion of vector field bordism: two manifolds 
M and M’ are Reinhart cobordant if there is a cobordism Y of M and M’ and a 
nowhere zero tangent vector fields u on Y with v inward normal on M and outward 
normal on M’. We shall refer to such a field as a Reinhart vector field. This is 
related to the Euler characteristic: M and n/r’ are Reinhart cobordant iff they are 
cobordant, x(M) =x(M’), and, in the oriented case, if the Kervaire semicharac- 
teristics of M and M’ agree. 
Equivariantly, one requires that a Reinhart vector field be G-invariant, and one 
has partial results (for example, results of Heithecker [6], in the oriented case for 
G an abelian group of odd order, Komiya [lo], in the unoriented case under various 
hypotheses, and those of two of the authors [ 191, in the case of G-manifolds modelled 
on a single representation). 
Assume that M is a G-manifold with a given y-dimensional structure E. Whereas 
the vanishing of the unstable Euler characteristic guarantees the existence of a 
nowhere zero tangent vector field, the t.anishing of the stable counterpart permits 
one to remove the zeros using surgeries in dimensions - 1, 0 and 1, as we now see. 
Lemma 4.1 (cf. [19, Lemma 4.11). Assume that xE(M) =0, and let v be a canoni- 
cally transverse tangent G-vector field on M, outwardly normal on 3M. Then one 
can remove the zeros of v by a finite sequence of the firliowrng operuiians: 
(a) addition of a disjoint sphere of the form G xH S(V) for some H-module t 
(b) attachment of a G-handle corresponding to an embedding of the form 
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for some H-module V, where the discs fall on smal’l disc neighborhoods of the 
singularities; 
(c) attachment of a G-handle of the form (G xH (D(V) x S’)) x I by using an 
embedding of (G xH (D(V) x S’)) x So within small disc neighborhoods of the 
singularities, again for some H-module V. 
Moreover, each of the resulting G-manifolds is y-dimensional. 
Proof. Our proof is by induction up orbit types, beginning with maximal isotropy 
subgroups (which correspond to minimal G-orbit types) in M. At each stage we per- 
form operations of type (a), (b), and (c) which have the effect of removing the 
singularities of that orbit type, and (possibly) replacing them by new and neighboring 
singularities of strictly larger orbit type. At the conclusion of each inductive step we 
will be left with a canonically transverse field satisfying the hypothesis of the lemma. 
Thus let H be the subgroup corresponding to the present stage of induction, and 
let q denote the present tangent field, which we assume to be canonically transverse 
and to possess no zeros with isotropy subgroup strictly containing H. Also, let N 
denote the present G-manifold, with y-dimensional structure 6 and x&(N) = 0. The 
unstable Euler characteristic xU(N) is represented by a virtual G-set in N with the 
property that rt contains no G-orbits of type G/K with K properly containing H. 
If x is a zero of q with isotropy H, then, since x8(N) =0, there is a (not neces- 
sarily unique) isolated zero y of 0 such that the corresponding summands cancel in 
A,(G). This implies that Gys G/H and that there is an orientation preserving dif- 
feomorphism @ from an invariant neighborhood of x to one of y. In view of this, 
and the remarks after Definition 3.4, we can ignore the local orientation when refer- 
ring to the local index of vector fields near x and y, and regard the local index as 
a member of the Burnside ring A(H). In addition, the use of such a diffeomorphism 
will permit us to perform an operation of type (b) or (c) and define a y-dimensional 
structure extending the given structtire 6. 
Let V denote the H-module determined by a choice of isomorphism Gx= G/H 
and the present I -t-dimensional structure 6. Note that dim V*z 1; otherwise x and 
Y would both have index + 1 by canonical transverse regularity. We may assume that 
the index of x is 1 (otherwise, replace x with y). 
Case (i): dim V/H odd. Let a(x) denote the field near x, t with direction reversed 
radially. Then x and a(_~) have opposite index in NH. Now a(x) has (local) index 
- 1+ Cj nj [H/Kj] in A(H) (with each Kj a proper subgroup of H, and H/Kj 
embedded as an orbit in D(V)). Since now ind(y) +a,nj[H/Kj] = ind(a(x)), it 
follows from [18, Theorem 21 that we can deform the field near y H-equivariantly 
to one with singularity a copy of a(x) at y, and canonical singularities on an H-set 
corresponding to the embedded orbits H/Kj. Since now the fields near the singu- 
larities at x and y are radially opposite (under @), one may remove them simul- 
taneously by removing the copies of D(V) containing x and y, attaching a tube of 
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the form S(V) x I, and extending the field tangentially and nonsingularly along the 
tube. (We must remember while doing this to attach one end of the tube with reverse 
orientation, meaning that we reverse the orientation on a trivial summand of V. This 
is necessary in order to extend the y-orientation.) The G-action now permits one to 
repeat the process at the points of Gx and Gy, obtaining a G-manifold N’. If U is 
an invariant neighborhood of the region effected by this procedure, an easy calcula- 
tions shows that we have decreased the local stable Euler characteristic x(U) by 
x(G xH S(V@ IR)). Thus, taking the disjoint union of N’ with R = G xH S( V@ IR) 
leaves x(U) unchanged. Since here, dim S( V@ lR)H is odd, there exists a (canon- 
ically transverse) H-vector field on R which is nowhere zero on R W. It follows that 
N’U R has no new singularities in the H-fixed set. Note that N’U R possesses a
canonical y-dimensional structure 6’ inherited from 6, and, since the local stable 
Euler characteristic is unchanged, one sees that the global stable Euler characteristic 
of N’U R, taken with respect to 8, remains zero, completing the inductive step in 
this case. 
Case (ii): dim VH even. Choose small H-invariant disc neighborhoods D,u and 
Dy of x and y respectively, and embed in each a copy of D(V- !?)xS’, with the 
embeddings of S’ centered at x and y; this is possible because dim I/% 2. The 
result of attaching a handle according to (c) above leaves x(NH) unchanged, so 
that one may extend the field over the H-fixed set of the handle with no singularities. 
Moreover, after this process x and y are in the same component of the H-fixed set, 
so they may be cancelled. Alter the field on a disc neighborhood of the singularities 
x and y in NH to become zero-free there, without effecting the field on the boun- 
dary of that neighborhood. Finally, extend the existing field H-equivariantly in an 
arbitrary fashion over the handle, and make it consistently transverse regular. This 
completes the inductive step. q 
Now assume that 1M and M’ are smooth y-dimensional G-manifolds that are 
cobordant via a (v + 1)-dimensional G-manifold Y. We may view the stable Euler 
characteristics xc(Y), xs(M) and xs(M’) as elements of A,, ](G) under compatible 
structures e, 6 and 8, via the canonical homomorphism A,(G) + A,, ,(G). In what 
follows, we suppress the various subscripts, these being understood from context. 
Thus, x(M) will mean the stable Euler characteristic x8(M). 
Lemma 4.2. (i) If Y admits a Reinhart vector field, then x(M) = x(M’) =x(Y). 
(ii) Assume that x(M) =x(M’) =x(Y). Then M and M’ are Reinhart G-hordant 
through a (y + I)-dimensional G-manifold (though not necessarily via Y). 
Proof. Assertion (i) is essentially formal because of the way in which we defined 
the stable Euler characteristics. Indeed, let p be a canonically transverse regular vec- 
tor field on M, considering M as M x { +} we can extend p to a canonically transverse 
regular vector field p’ on M x I having the same zeroes, and being outwardly normal 
on 1Mx aI. Then y together with a Reinhart field v on Y gives a tangent field on 
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Y l&, (Mx I) 3 Y whose zeros are contained in MX { $}, showing that x(M) = 
x(MxZ)=x(Y). Similarly, x(M’)=x(Y). 
Turning to (ii), one argues similarly. Via use of a collar, replace Y by Z= 
Y UMx &Mx I), and construct an arbitrary smooth tangent field p on Z such that 
~1 is outward normal on aZ and inward normal on M x { l} c aY. Since ,U is already 
canonically transverse regular on (Mx { 1)) U i?Z, one can deform p to a transverse 
regular field p’ on Z such that p’ remains outward normal on aZ and inward normal 
on Mx { 1) [Ml. Counting zeros in Ay+t (G), one now sees that x(Y) =x(Z)= 
x<M)+r(Y), wherer(Y)EA,+t (G) is determined by the set of zeros in YC Z. Thus 
r(Y) = 0, and the argument of the previous lemma goes over verbatim to show that 
one can remove the zeros from Y via G-surgeries. 0 
5. Invariants of equivariant Reinhart bordism 
Here we describe the invariants that detect equivariant Reinhart G-bordism in 
both the oriented and unoriented cases. As expected, two of these invariants are the 
stable Euler characteristic (by Lemma 4.2) and oriented equivariant G-bordism. 
Nonequivariantly, the only other detecting invariant is the Kervaire semicharac- 
teristic K [7). We shall see in the case of groups of odd order that this appears in 
a natural way. In the general case, however, the appropriate invariant is most easily 
described in terms of G-bordism. 
Fix a (virtual) groupoid representation y and let I,(G) be the sub-A(G)-module 
of A,(G) given by {x E A,(G) : x=x(M) for some closed y-manifold M containing 
no isolated fixed points}. That I,(G) is a submodule requires only closure under 
multiplication by -1, since G-sets act naturally on G-manifolds via Cartesian 
product. Thus we net the following: 
Lemma 5.1. If y is any groupoid representation and M is any closed y-manifold 
containing no isolatedfixedpoints, there exists a y-marCfold M’ with x(M) = -x(M’). 
Proof. Choose a virtual G-set S in M that represents x(M) under the given orienta- 
tion. Since M has no isolated fixed points, there exist two disjoint copies of S whose 
corresponding points lie in the same fixed-set components. Write S as a (virtual) sum 
of GM’s, and proceed inductively to alter M as follows, starting with minimal 
orbit-types. Choose a term G xH c/in x(M) with minimal orbit-type G/H and non- 
zero coefficient. Let (H,x, o) be the index in C such that d[G xH V] #O (as at the 
end of Section 3), and let N= M(H,xo). x(N)#O by the minimality of G/H and the 
comments at the end of Section 3, so I/H must be even-dimensional. If the coeffi- 
cient of G xH V is n > 0, we can attach 2n handles of the form G xH (S( I’) x I) (using 
disjoint copies of S as required) thereby diminishing its stable Euler characteristic 
by 2nG/H, modulo sums of larger orbits. If n CO, then we replace M by 
MliGx,SVaR, th ere b y increasing its Euler characteristic correspondingly. The 
inductive step is similar. 0 
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If p : E --+ B is an oriented y-dimensional G-vector bundle over a single orbit B, 
then the unit sphere bundle of p@ iR2 is canonically (v + 1)-dimensional, and so its 
stable equivariant Euler characteristic q(p) is an element of A,, r(G). (Note that 
this G-manifold has the form G x,, S”OF, where Bz G/H and I/ is the representa- 
tion occurring over a fixed point by H.) If G has odd order, this Euler characteristic 
lives in 24, + t (G); otherwise it need not, and all one can say is that the fixed-set in- 
dices are even. Denote by Jl( y + 1) the submodule of A,, t(G) generated by all 
such elements q(p). Since any G-bordism possesses a G-handlebody decomposition, 
it may be shown that if the (y+ l)-manifolds M and M’ are G-bordant through a 
(y+ 2)-manifold, then their stable Euler characteristics differ by an element of 
A(y + 1). Of course, in the nonequivariant case, this is just the ideal 2z. This is the 
reason that the Kervaire semi-characteristic-an element of z/2-suffices in 
classical Reinhart bordism to provide the remaining detecting invariant. It follows 
in the equivariant case that the submodule Zy + 1 (G) has the form A’( y + 1) + (x(L) : L 
r+. ~3 em’s a generator of the A(G)-module Q, + i >. 
If M and N are two y-dimensional G-manifolds with x(M) =x(N), and M and 
N are G-bordant through a (v + 1)-dimensional G-manifold without isolated 
fixed points, then define their relative Kervaire semicharacteristic, K(M, Iv) e 
A,+,(G)/I,+,(G) as the element [x(Y)-x(M)], where Y is any (;‘+ 1)-manifold 
serving as a bordism between them. Our first main result is now a consequence of 
the above discussion and Lemma 4.2. 
Thsorem 1. K(M, N) is welt’ defined and vanishes iff M und N are Reinhart G- 
jordant through 6 (y -I- 1 j-manifold without isolated fixed points. 
Proof. That K(M, N) is well defined is seen as follows. First, let Y be any (;p + l)- 
dimensional G-bordism between M and N, considering Y UMuN Y one sees that 
~x(Y)-x(M)-x(N)EI,+ r(G). Thus, if Y and Y’ are two such bordisms, one has 
x(Y) -x(M) - WY’) - x(M)) = x(Y) -x0”) 
= x(y b”jv y’) - 2x07 + x(M) +x(N), 
an element of I,+ t(G). 
Turning to the second assertion, Lemma 4.2 shows that K(M,N) vanishes 
whenever M and N are Reinhart G-bordant. Conversely, again by that lemma, it 
suffices to alter any bordism Y between M and N to render its Euler characteristic 
equal to that of M. Since K(M, N) = 0, there exists a (y + 1)-dimensional manifold 
L with x(L) =x(Y) -x(M), whence, by Lemma 5.1, we can replace Y by YI. L’, 
where x(L’) = -x(L). 17 
The rest of this section is devoted to the case where !GI is odd, and relates 
K(M, N) to the classical Kervaire semicharacteristic of the fixed sets. If (p : E -+ 
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G/H, e) represents an element in A,(G), then denote by V(p, E) t!re H-module 
p-l (eH). 
If M is a y-manifold and HC G, then recall from the end of Section 3 that M* 
is a disjoint union of unions of components that map to the same element of @?’ 
under the structure map e discussed above. If XE g, let MX denote the union of 
components mapping to x under E. 
Theorem 2. Let IG] be odd, and assume that M and N are bordant y-manifolds, 
through a ( y + 1 )-manifold without isolated fixed points, such that x(M) =x(N). 
Then: 
(a) in the oriented case, K(M, N) = 0 iff K(M~) = K(N~) for ail XE ST, 
(b) in the unoriented case, K(M, N) = 0. 
Proof. We consider the oriented case first. First observe that 
WMN) = [X(Y)-x(M)+x(Y)-x(N)] = [x(Yu,,,Y)] = 0. 
Thus x(Y) -x(M) lies in the submodule 3 CA,, 1 (G)/I,+ 1(G) consisting of ele- 
ments of order 2. It follows that 3 is an A(G) @Z/2-module, and hence is isomor- 
phic to a product of Z/2’s; thus K(M, N) is detected by its fixed-set indices, given 
by the map d: A,(G) + C in Section 3, reduced modulo 2. If (p : E + G/H, e) 
is a summand with dim V(p, e)* even, then x(Y”) -x(Mx) +x(Yx) -x(W) = 
x((Y Ulclu N Y )“) = 0 for each xrz %, since dim Yx is odd. Since x(N) =x(M), it 
follows that 2x(Yx) = 2x(M”), and hence x(Y”) - x(Mx) = 0. If dim V(p, E)* is of 
the form 4k + 3, then x(Y”) -x(Mx) may be arbitrary. However, by addition of a 
suitable (y + 1)-dimensional G-manifold, we can change this to an even integer. Let 
Q=cP2k+2 xSV(H), where W(H) is the unit sphere in the orthogonal comple- 
ment of V(p, E)* in V(p, e). Then G XH Q has dimension y + 1. The obstruction 
theory in [17] shows that there exists an odd integer r such that 
d(GX@) = r{GXH(Cp2k+2XSv(H))} 
is oriented null-bordant through a ((H, V(p, e)) + l)-dimensional G-manifold 2 with 
Z* = 0. If we glue 2 to r copies of G x@ along their common boundary, we 
obtain a (y t Q-dimensional Gmanifold L with L* being r copies of CP2k+2. Since 
this has odd Euler characteristic, x(Yxfi Lx) - x(Mx) is even. Finally, in dimension 
4k + 1, we appeal to the nonequivariant result [7]. 
Turning to the unoriented case, the only problem arises in the case of fixed-set 
dimension 4k + 1 l Since any product of lRP2’s has Euler characteristic 1, we can 
handle this case in the same way as we did the 4k + 3 case. 0 
6. Equivariant bordism and handlebodies 
Here we consider geometrically restricted forms of handlebody decompositions in 
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y-dimensional G-manifolds. As usual, y is to be a virtual representation of some 
groupoid; WC will usually assume that our manifolds are oriented, although the 
results apply in the unoriented case as well. 
If TI is an oriented y-dimensional bundle over an orbit of G, let R + I denote the 
bundle n@ IR, and let D(lc + 1) denote the unit disc bundle of IC + 1. Note that 
B(n + 1) has a natural structure as an oriented (y + 1)dimensional G-manifold, and 
has the form G x@(V) --) G/H for some HC G and some representation V of H. 
Further, Vpossesses a trivial summand; if it possesses (at least) k trivial summands, 
for kz 1, then one may choose an H-summand WZ IR” and form its complement 
W’ in V, and then form 
D(n,k) = Gx,{D(WL)xS(W)}, 
which is an oriented y-dimensional G-manifold, being a submanifold of S(lr + 1) = 
aD(n + 1). Moreover, D(n, k) is independent of the choices involved, up to orien- 
tation-preserving diffeomorphism. Let D(lr, 0) = 0. 
Definition 6.1. Let A.4 be a y-dimensional G-manifold. A y-embedding of D(lr, k) 
in M is a smooth orientation preserving G-embedding I : D(rr, k) --) M. 
If I : D(n, k) + M is a y-embedding we may do surgery on I in the usual way. Since 
I preserves y-dimensional structures, the result and the trace of such a surgery 
possess, respectively, natural y- and (7 + I)-orientations. In the latter case, the orien- 
tation is compatible with the original orientation in the usual way. (In the special 
case when k = 0, the surgery is the one that adds a disjoint copy of S(7c + l), and the 
trace is MxIU D(n + I).) We refer to such a surgery as a surgery of type (71, k). 
Note that surgeries of type (TC, k) are somewhat restrictive in view of the require- 
ment that the sphere factor possess trivial action; in particular, the trace of such a 
surgery has no isolated fixed-points. Arbitrary bordisms between G-manifolds are 
therefore not necessarily realizable as a sequence of such surgeries. One does, 
however, have the following: 
Proposition 6.2. Assume that YYf * is a G-cobordism between the closed y- 
manifolds M and M’ such that Y has no isolated fixed-points (for any subgroup). 
Then there is a sequence of G-manifolds 
M= ~~,i& . . ..A&. = M’ 
of dimension y with each Mi cobordant to Mi+ 1 via the trace Y. of a surgery of type 
(n, k) for some k and 71, with ui Y= Y. 
Proof. The proposition essentially follows by the methods in [ 11, Theorem 131 ap- 
plied to the cobordism Y, with modifications for this particular case. We do induc- 
tion on fixed-sets, beginning with the sets fixed by maximal subgroups. 
At each stage of the induction we have a G-manifold-with-boundary M,. and a 
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G-bordism X,’ from M, to M,‘, which is another G-manifold-with-boundary; X,l has 
no isolated fixed-points, CM,.= ai& and X,! gives the bordism CM, x I on boun- 
daries. Initially, MO = M, A46 = M’, and Xi= Y. Let H be a maximal isotropy 
subgroup of X,‘, and let (X$H’ denote the set of points fixed by H or any of its 
conjugates (so this is a union of manifolds of dimensions % 1). We can decompose 
(X,!)?G into handlebodies, beginning at the end corresponding to Mr. We may 
assume that these handles are attached away from the boundary. We then pull back 
to a decomposition of (X$H’, and thicken the construction via normal tubes. 
The trace of a handle in (X$H) has the form G/Hx @(Ii?‘) x D(lR”)), for some I 
and k with I+kz 1, where the surgery replaces G/Hx(D(lR’) xS(Rk)) with 
G/Hx (S(lR’) x D(m”)). When we thicken, the trace becomes G xH (D(V@ IR’) x 
II(@)), where V is the normal representation, and the corresponding surgery 
replaces G xH (D( V@ IR’) x s(lR”)) with G xH (S(V@ IR’) x D(l’@)), i.e., this is a 
surgery of type (G xH (IQ Ii?“+‘-‘), k). 
This gives a G-bordism X, of M, with a G-manifold N,+i (the result of doing 
these surgeries). Let M,., 1 be N, + 1 minus a neighborhood of (N,, i)(H), and let 
M’ ,.+l be M,’ minus a tubular neighborhood of (M,!)(? Then we also have a bor- 
dism X,!+1 of M,+I with M,!+l. Here, X, is composed of handlebodies of the 
desired type, and X,!, 1 still has no isolated fixed-points and is still the trivial bor- 
dism on boundaries. One then continues inductively over minimal orbits not yet 
considered, until Y is exhausted. The bordisms given in the statement of the proposi- 
tion are easy to construct from these. 0 
Definition 6.3. We refer to a G-cobordism with no isolated fixed-points as a nice 
G-bordism. 
Let $2: denote the group of nice G-bordism classes of closed y-dimensional 
manifolds. If M is a y-dimensional G-manifold, let {M} E SzF be the nice G- 
bordism class of M. If y is an arbitrary virtual representation, then the usual (y + l)- 
dimensional bordisms need not be nice, and so this group may not coincide with the 
usual G-bordism group. However, if y is an actual representation, considered as a 
virtual representation, then a (y + 1)-dimensional manifold can have no isolated 
fixed-points, so bordisms of y-dimensional manifolds are automatically nice, and 
we get the usual bordism group. 
7. Equivariant controllable cutting and pasting 
Here we relate the equivariant stable Euler characteristic to equivariant con- 
trollable cutting and pasting (SICK). Our argu. *ents follow those in [7] closely, with 
the necessary elaborations required in the presence of a G-action. 
As in [7], we may factor the semigroup & of G-diffeomorphism classes of 
oriented y-manifolds by all relations of the form 
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NUB-N’+LU,-L’=LU,-L’+NU,,-N’, 
where 3Ns X, aN’= aL’ and 0 and ZJ are orientation preserving G-diffeomorphisms 
aN= aL + aN’= dL’. The diffeomorphisms of the boundary pieces are required to 
preserve smooth ( y - I)-dimensional structures, and the resulting y-dimensional 
structures on both sides of the equivalence above must agree. The Grothendieck 
group of ihe result will be denoted by SKK: in the oriented case and by KK: in the 
unoriented case, and the equivalence class of a G-manifold M in either theory will 
be denoted by [Ml. The SKK groups just obtained possess a natural A (G)-module 
structure: if s is a G-set, we define s[M] = [s x Ml, and observe that this is a well- 
defined operation that extends to an action by A(G) in the evident way. 
Lemma 1.1. The Euler characteristic of a manifold is an SKK-invariant. 
Proof. Suppose that [M] = [M’] in SKK:. Then there are manifolds N, N’, L, and 
L’ such that 
Taking Euler characteristics of both sides, using the additivity of this characteristic, 
we get x(M) =x(M’). Cl 
Lemma 1.2. Nice bordism class is an SK&invariant. Moreover, if M and M’ are 
y-dimensional manifolds with [M] = [M’] in SICK:, then M and M’ are nicely G- 
bordant via a bordism Y with x(Y)=x(M). 
Proof. We simply elaborate the proof in [7]. If [M] = [M’], then 
AI’+ NUe -N’+ L U, -L’ = M+ L UB -L’+ NV, -N’ 
for suitable N, N’, L, and L’. Let Y, be the union of N x Z and -N’x I, glued 
together according to the diagram in [7, p. 471: we identify ~Nx [0, f] with ~N’x 
[0, f] using 0, and identify ~Nx [$, I] with aN’ x [$, l] using ,u (and then round cor- 




where T is the mapping torus of ,u@? Therefore we can identify pairs of boundary 
components in YN- Y, to get a (y + 1)-dimensional manifold Y’ with no isolated 
fixed-points, and with boundary M-M’. Thus M and M’ are nicely G-cobordant. 
A simple calculation shows that 
x(Y’) = x(M) - 4xWV. 
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Since &:(?Nx S’) =2x(W), the manifold Y= Y’u~(~NxS’) is a nice cobordism 
from M to M’ with 
x(Y) =x(M). cl 
As observed by Heithecker in [6] (see also [8]), the work in [7] generalizes directly 
to give the following lemma: 
Lemma 7.3. Let M’ be obtained frcm M via a G-surgery of type (II, k). Then 
[M] = [M’] +(-l)“+‘[s(7?+ l)]. q 
Let Y denote the trace of the surgery above. 71 defines an element of Ay(G); we 
will call this element x(n). Direct calculation gives 
Thus 
x(Y) = x(M) +x(n) - x(D(n, W. 
x(Y) = x(M) + (- 1)” x@). 
If Q is an oriented (y + 1)-dimensional bundle over a G-set, then the unit sphere 
bundle S(Q) is an oriented y-dimensional manifold. This construction respects dis- 
joint union, and so defines a map 
v:A,+,(G)-,SKK~. 
This restricts to v : A,(G) --j SKK:, with V(Q) = [S(Q+ l)]. Further, it follows from 
Lemma 7.3 that 
[Ml = WI - v(x(Y) -x(M)), 
since vh(n)) = [S(n + l)]. Proposition 6.2 and Lemma 7.3, together with the above 
remarks, imply the following by an easy induction argument: 
Proposition 7.4. If M and M ’ are nicely G-cobordant with trace Y, then 
WI = WI - WY) -x(W). 0 
Corollary 7.5. Assume that M is a closed (y + I)-dimensional G-manifold with no 
isolated fixed-points. Then IQ(M)) = 0. 
Proof. By hypothesis, M is a nice null G-bordism of 0, whence 
0 = 0- v&(M)). Cl 
Corollary 7.5 has the following converse: 
Lemma 7.6. Let XE A,(G), and assume that v(x) = 0. Then there exists a (y + I)- 
manifold M with ryzo isolated fixed-points with x=x(M) in A,, 1(G). 
The equi’variant Euler characteristic 
Proof. Let x=x+ -x-, where x+ and x- are actual oriented y-dimensional bundles 
over G-sets. Since v(x) = 0, by Lemma 7.2 we have a (y + 1)-dimensional manifold 
Y with aY=S(x+ + 1) - S(x- + 1) and x(Y) =x(S(x+ + 1)). Let P be the closed 
manifold Y U -D(x+ + 1) U D(x- + 1) with the obvious identifications on the boun- 
ding spheres. Then 
x(P) =x+ x- -x(S(x- + 1)). 
The G-set underlying x- may be embedded in P (e.g., as the centers of the discs 
D(x- + l)), and it also embeds in S(x- + 1) x S' . Now replace P by the G-connected 
sum, 
M=P#,, ,S(x-+1)x9, 
over the embeddings of x-. Since S(x- + 1) x S’ is a (y + 1)dimensional manifold 
with zero Euler characteristic, a simple calculation shows that x(M) =x+ -x- =x. 
a 
Recall from Section 5 the submodule I,(G)cA,(G). Let I;(G)cA,(G) be the in- 
verse image of I,,,(G) under the usual homomorphism A,(G) -A,,,(G). Sum- 
IJwiiing the results of this section, we have an analogue of [7, Theorem 4.21. 
Corollary 1.7. Let K,(G) = A,(G)/&(G). Then there is a short exact sequence of 
A (@-modules 
0 --) K,(G) : SKK,c + a,G + 0, 
where 0: is the group of nice oriented bordism classes. A similar result holds in 
the unoriented case. 0 
8. Equivalence of Reinhart G-bordism and equivariant SKK 
Let M and M’ be closed y-dimensional manifolds. 
Theorem 3. lW and M’ are Reinhart G-bordant as y-dimensional manifolds vf 
[M] = [M’] in SKKF. The same result is true in the unoriented case. 
Proof. If M and M’ are Reinhart bordant, let Y be some (y + l)-dimensional G- 
bordism admitting a Reinhart field. By Lemma 4.2, x(M) =x(M’) =x(Y). Since Y 
admits a Reinhart field, it can have no isolated fixed-points, so is a nice bordism. 
Thus, by Proposition 7.4, [M] = [M’]. 
Conversely, assume that [M] = [M’]. By Lemma 7.1 x(M) =x(W). By Lemma 
7.2 there is a nice bordism Y from M to M’ with x(M) =x(M’) =x(Y). By Lemma 
4.2(ii), M and M’ are Reinhart G-bordant. 0 
Theorem 1 now implies the following corollary: 
245 S. R. Cosfenoble e? al. 
Corollary 8.1. TWO y-dimensional G-manifolds are SKK equivalent iff they ure 
niceiy G-bordmt, their stable equivuriunt Euler characteristics agree, and, in the 
oriented case, their relative equivuriunt Kervuire semichuructeristic vanishes. ITI 
Remarks 8.2. One cannot replace nice bordisms in the hypotheses of Corollary 8.1 
by arbitrary bordisms. For example, let G =iZ/p with p an odd prime. Results of 
Conner and Floyd in f l] shows that, if V is any representation of G with VG = 0, 
then the order of [S(V)] in free equivariant bordism is divisible by jrp. Thus, even 
though the (V- l)-dimensional G-manifold S(V) + S(V) has zero Euler character- 
istic and Kervaire semicharacteristic, no equivariant V-dimensional null bordism of 
this manifold is free of isolated fixed points, and hence of vector field singularities. 
In the case of noncyclic groups G of add order, Stong has shown that all nonabelian 
groups of odd order do admit null bordisms of unit spheres free of isolated fixed 
points. However, these are not V-dimensional bordisms for any V, and results of 
the first author in [ 171 extend the Conner-Floyd result to arbitrary framed k’- 
manifolds, thereby providing counterexamples for all groups of odd order. 
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